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Increase Agent Productivity
Allow your agents to copy trips and 
products within trips to save time, 

reduce errors and create
consistency.

Cut Down on Manual Entry
Help your agents minimize data entry 
by integrating with CRM and booking 

systems as well as utilizing 
standardized client documents.

Improve Task Management
Enable your agents to automate and 

track reminders (e.g. client final 
payments due) as well as monitor 

their to-do lists.

Would you like your travel agency to have the best tools to bolster its 
productivity and maximize your revenue?

Then consider AXIS Travel, an integrated solution that will empower your 
whole team – from travel agent to accountant, to system administrator – 
to work more efficiently, consistently and collaboratively.

Increase Profitability 
& Empower Your Agents 
with AXIS Travel

Analyze & Export Data
Enable deep booking and 

productivity analysis via rich 
itinerary and transactional 

databases and export this data 
automatically.

Gain Visibility
Finetune marketing efforts by 
tracking promotions as well as 
flagging trips and customers to 
measure the success of specific 

programs.

Know Your Customers
Monitor member and non-member 

profiles as well as leisure and 
corporate information.
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Want to see AXIS Travel in action?
Call us at 1.844.568.7933 or email at sales@campana.com

Boost Group Travel Profitability
Increase visibility across your whole group travel team, so they work more efficiently, consistently and 
collaboratively, ensuring that every dollar you invest in them pays off.

Drive Your Sales Forward
Automate and streamline how sales leads are captured, disseminated and managed and transform your reactive 
service personnel into proactive sales agents.

Integrate with Third-Party Systems

Booking systems:
Apollo, Travelport Cruise, TST, Orion, Allianz,

Travel Guard and Air Canada

Financial systems:
Prophix, Great Plains, Peoplesoft and Epicor

POS:
AAA National’s Connect POS

CRM Systems:
Pivotal, MemberzPlus

Keep up with Commissions
Track credit card and non-prepaid hotel and car commissions due and remind partners of commission due dates 
through automated letters.

Streamline Supplier Settlements
Settle with suppliers more efficiently via cheque and direct deposit processing and reporting as well as 
commission imports such as Pegasus, Paymode-X, TACS and ITSS.

Reduce Accounting Errors
Ensure accounting accuracy using automated calculations that occur as agents invoice clients.


